### THE DOCTORS
- **DWA-DT**: David Tennant as The Tenth Doctor
- **DWA-JH**: John Hurt as The War Doctor
- **DWA-PD**: Peter Davison as The Fifth Doctor
- **DWA-CB**: Colin Baker as The Sixth Doctor
- **DWA-SMS**: Sylvester McCoy as The Seventh Doctor
- **DWA-SMC**: Sylvester McCoy as The Seventh Doctor
- **DWA-PMG**: Paul McGann as The Eighth Doctor

### GUEST STARS & RECURRING
- **DWA-DJY**: Derek Jacobi as Professor Yana
- **DWA-DJM**: Mark Gatiss as Captain Stewart
- **DWA-MGG**: Mark Gatiss as Gan
tok
- **DWA-NF**: Nick Frost as Santa Claus
- **DWA-CLKH**: Chris Lew Kum Hoi as Alphonse
- **DWA-SH**: Sonita Henry as Meme
- **DWA-LC**: Lachele Carly as Trinity Wells
- **DWA-JH**: John Hurt as The War Doctor
- **DWA-DJM**: Derek Jacobi as The Master
- **DWA-MG**: Mark Gatiss as Captain Stewart
- **DWA-MGG**: Mark Gatiss as Gan
tok
- **DWA-NC**: Noel Clarke as Mickey Smith

### COMPANIONS
- **DWA-BPR**: Billie Piper as Rose Tyler
- **DWA-BPM**: Billie Piper as The Moment
- **DWA-JCC**: Jenna Coleman as Clara Oswald
- **DWA-JCO**: James Corden as Craig Owens
- **DWA-AC**: Freema Agyeman as Martha Jones
- **DWA-AB**: Freema Agyeman as Chloe O'Brien
- **DWA-BC**: Bernard Cribbins as Wilfred Mott
- **DWA-CF**: Carol Anne Ford as Susan Foreman
- **DWA-KM**: Katy Manning as Jo Grant
- **DWA-FH**: Frazer Hines as Jamie McCrimmon

### DUAL AUTOGRAPHS
- **DWDA-PC**: Billie Piper & Camille Coduri
- **DWDA-CR**: Jenna Coleman & Jemma Redgrave
- **DWDA-AC**: Freema Agyeman & Noel Clarke
- **DWDA-MB**: Terry Molloy & Nicholas Briggs
- **DWDA-ME**: Terry Molloy & Barnaby Edwards

### TRIPLE AUTOGRAPHS
- **DWTA-PAC**: Billie Piper, Freema Agyeman & Noel Clarke
- **DWTA-PTW**: Billie Piper, Will Thorp & Gabriel Woolf
- **DWTA-CRO**: Jenna Coleman, Jemma Redgrave & Ingrid Oliver
- **DWTA-CAB**: Jenna Coleman, Samuel Anderson & Nicholas Briggs
- **DWTA-KMB**: Alex Kingston, Arthur Darvill & Sarah Louise Madison
- **DWTA-SAB**: John Simm, Freema Agyeman & John Barrowman
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